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Abstract
I give an appreciation, both scientic and personal, of Oskar Klein and the signi-






Most of us physicists are almost anti-historical about our subject. There is too much to
remember, and too much to forget; we do not linger over the recent, let alone the distant, past
except to assimilate what we need. Fortunately, there are exceptions that keep alive the collective
memory and preserve continuity, as will be especially clear on this Centennial occasion. We are
being treated to general reviews of Klein's life and times, to memoirs on some of his specic
achievements, to surveys of the evolution of his far-reaching ideas, as well as to lectures on the kind
of new research that dene a major conference and that Oskar would have loved to hear about.
Because of my special relation with Oskar, I will be less technical than I would be otherwise and
try instead to convey in a personal manner a few recollections both of the man and of some|from
the extremely wide scope|of his work. In this connection, I refer you to two excellent sources about
Klein: the rst is his own self-assessment in 1968 at the celebrated Trieste conference where Salam
arranged for some of our great theoreticians to talk about their \life in physics." Its complement is
the moving and perceptive obituary a decade later written by the next two successors to his chair,
Inga Hjalmars{Fischer and Bertel Laurent. Both of these memoirs may be found conveniently in
the Oskar Klein memorial lectures collection [1], which also contains English translations of three
of his best-known papers and a scientic bibliography.
This is perhaps the place to pay a brief tribute to the memory of Bertel Laurent, who was also
Oskar's last student. Laurent was a remarkable relativist, who began his career in the mid 50's
with an attempt (inspired by Klein) to implement quantum gravity in a way that was perhaps then
too ambitious, but close to both their hearts at the time, as is clear from Klein's article for the
Niels Bohr 70
th
birthday festschrift [2]. I had the pleasure of collaborating with Bertel on several
occasions over the years, and can attest to his power, insight, and enthusiasm; he was greatly
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underrated. His role in the formation and growth of the Stockholm relativity group in Klein's
tradition was a signicant achievement that enriched the entire Swedish physics community.
First Meeting { Quantum Gravity
Oskar and I rst met at the legendary 1955 \GR{1" conference in Bern, the rst one dedicated
entirely to general relativity { at a time when that was denitely not regarded as a forefront research
subject. It was held in the Natural History Museum, access to whose auditorium required ling
past cases full of stued primates. The front row seated almost all the old-line GR researchers then
still alive (Einstein had died only a couple of months earlier). I remember seeing, for example,
Born, Fock, Fokker, Jordan, Lanczos, Pauli, von Laue and Weyl. There were also a few younger
people present, some of whom were participating in the then budding renaissance in the eld. Of
our particular great man, other than his relation to my future wife, I knew relatively little (we were
anhistorical then too). Of course I knew from my studies about Klein{Gordon, Klein{Nishina,
the Klein paradox and Jordan{Klein second quantization, but not much about Kaluza{Klein for
example. I was proud, however, of having stumbled, as a beginning graduate student, on what
must have been the only U.S. copy of the 1938 Warsaw conference proceedings and being impressed
(without understanding it) by his paper; I had even made the connection with the then new Yang{
Mills theory shortly before our meeting and mentioned it to him; at the time he was not especially
proud of it, regarding it (like most people then) as just a formal (if elegant) toy. At this stage,
Oskar was beginning to think again, after some time, about quantum gravity; his talk was entitled
\Generalizations of Einstein's theory of gravitation considered from the point of view of quantum
eld theory" and published in the Proceedings [3]; the related paper mentioned earlier, \Quantum
theory and relativity" [2] was his contribution to the Festschrift for his mentor, Niels Bohr. This
period was the start of a new phase also in his cosmological ideas, which was indeed the subject of
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a second, shorter, paper \On the Eddington relations and their possible bearing on an early state
of the system of galaxies" that he also gave at GR{1 [3].
Our meeting and the conference also aected me, and I began to think more seriously about
the possibility that general relativity could be a universal regulator of the divergence problems of
quantum eld theory, in particular of QED. This idea had also occurred to Landau, Pauli and
Oskar himself. They were probably the rst of the \old guard" to think deep thoughts about the
Planck length, and the GR{1 proceedings record this. Oskar and I were to have many discussions
on this possibility; I talked about it at GR{2 [4], while his summary is given in \Some remarks on
general relativity and the divergence problem of quantum eld theory" [5]. Regrettably, I cannot
claim that ours was a foreshadowing of string theory { for once Klein was in one dimension too
few!
Late 1950's On
At about this same period, parity violation appeared; given Klein's longstanding interest in
elementary particles (he was one of the originators of the idea of universal {decay in 1948 for
example [6]) and nuclear forces, it is no surprise that he became strongly involved. I know that he
was proud of his role in the unprecedentedly rapid Nobel prize award to Lee and Yang in 1957 and
of his citation to them at the ceremonies themselves. Not surprisingly either, his contribution to
this eld was a 5-dimensional (and hence to him more natural) formulation of the ideas then current
on CP conservation, entitled \Some remarks on the inversion theorems of quantum eld theory"
[7]. As we heard from Mike Du, this is indeed most natural in 5-dimensions. At about this time
Oskar was also struck by the successes of particle phenomenology and tried to nd some SU
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-like
systematizations in 1957 and in 1966 [8], although he was no longer really following the details
of progress in the eld by then. Indeed, he was primarily concerned in his last active phase with
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relativity and cosmology { especially to present a cosmology less singular and more \conservative"
than the Big Bang, at a time when the latter had already become the standard. \Instead of
Cosmology" [9] of 1966 (when he was 72) is an apt description of his program, as well as the title of
the summary he wrote for Nature. Given his (unsuccessful) departure from the mainstream in his
later years, a not infrequent occurrence among our greats, it is revealing to read what he himself
says about Einstein's failures in the very same eld of gravity and cosmology. Indeed, Klein's
assessment forms the conclusion of his 1968 Trieste essay, and I reproduce it here because I know
it expressed his feelings of human fallibility as the price for progress on the frontiers:
I should like to nish this talk on unnished attempts by stressing the great admi-
ration I feel for Einstein's contributions to physics, in the rst place to relativity theory
and quantum theory, which is certainly not incompatible with the observation that he
also shared the universal condition of mankind of making mistakes when trying some-
thing new. A study of the history of science | not the history of philosophy | shows
that the natural attitude of a scientist is to be inspired by the great predecessors, just
as they themselves were by their predecessors, but always taking the liberty of doubting
when there are reasons for doubt.
One big dierence, however, between Einstein's and Klein's last years is that while both knew
they were out of the mainstream, Klein was working on a real physical problem and was aware of
some of the specic experimental obstacles to his ideas, such as the microwave background and the
systematics of element synthesis.
The Stockholm Era
The above comparison with Einstein, including their common later scientic isolation, brings
to mind the period when Klein became isolated in a more concrete sense. Einstein, by denition,
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was not isolated in his glorious years: he was the center of activity at least until the advent of
quantum mechanics in 1925 say, when he was 46. Klein began his postdoctoral life at another great
center, Bohr's Copenhagen, in 1918 when he was not yet 24 and stayed there in spirit at least (with
an interruption in Ann Arbor) until his return to Stockholm at 37 to assume his new Chair in 1931.
In Copenhagen he did much of the work that made him most famous (all but the 1938 \Warsaw"
paper in fact). When he moved, it was to a very underdeveloped theoretical physics community.
Indeed, there exists a characteristic but|given the source|attering letter from Pauli (despite
the impression one might get from the excerpt Pais quoted!) encouraging him to go and convert
the natives to theoretical physics; it also makes the dierence between Copenhagen and Stockholm
of those days very clear. I don't think Klein was really unhappy to go { he was coming back to
his own country and university, jobs were few, he would not be all that far from Bohr, yet nally
stand entirely on his own. Also, Bohr and Sommerfeld were the outside experts on the selection
committee, no mean endorsement. Waller was the other applicant { someone he could and did talk
to often. But once in Stockholm, it is astonishing to me at least how seldom Klein travelled (with
the exception of the 1938 Warsaw conference and a brief trip to France), until after the war when he
made up for lost opportunities. While it is true that Germany and Austria were soon closed, he did
have many connections in England, France and Holland, let alone in Copenhagen. Even without
travel grants or airplanes, people moved a lot on the Continent at least, well into the thirties,
and an overnight train to Denmark was not so bad a journey. True, there were some practical
and personal reasons not to travel, he corresponded a lot, had occasional visitors from abroad in
addition to the stream of refugee scientists that would begin soon, so perhaps I am misjudging the
eect of the isolation by using our present|gregarious|criteria. What is undeniable, however,
is that for someone who was Jewish and liberal to live in a small country next door to Germany
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in the thirties was traumatic and threatening; Klein even thought of moving his family to the
U.S. when it became clear what the consequences of a German occupation of Sweden would be to
them. The early war years themselves were of course even darker than the thirties. Yet despite
these shadows, which most of us luckily cannot fully grasp, there was a steady ow of papers in
diverse elds: It began with the classic and beautiful 1931 work on the quantum basis for the
second law of thermodynamics [10] that shows his deep knowledge of statistical physics at both
classical and quantum levels; here he still thanks Bohr as in the old days. Next (in 1932) came an
early study (directly inspired by the idea of a local colleague, R. Rydberg) of the inverse problem,
\Zur Berechnung von Potentialkurven fur zweiatomige molekule mit Hilfe von Spektraltermen"
[11], which immediately became part of the arsenal in various bound state applications.
There were also forays into condensed matter physics including a long paper, in French, (which
like German he knew from childhood) where the Klein transformation is given [12], and into su-
perconductivity. There is even a curious work [13] with the seemingly grisly title \Considerations
on the kinetics of respiration with special reference to the inhibition caused by carbon monoxide";
I am told that respiration does not mean breathing in this context and that this was a \service"
calculation for an important biophysical problem of interest to his friend and coauthor. His at-
tempts in the then hot topics of the meson pair theory, nuclear forces, and the origin of atomic rays
should also be mentioned; but as we all know, little remains of those ideas now. Very striking is the
amount of popular and semi-popular writing, far more than is found these days and to which he
devoted much time. Partly, there was much less professional scientic journalism then, but perhaps
more steady interest in, and a tradition for, longer expositions among the educated Swedish public.
Then there was also Klein's feeling that knowledge and progress had to be propagated and its
philosophical consequences explored. Thus, he patiently spend a great deal of time arguing with
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mediocre professional philosophers who attacked relativity (both special and general) unfettered
by even elementary understanding of what it was. Still, he felt obliged to represent reason. There
was also an economic factor in producing popularizations: a professor at Stockholm University was
even worse paid then than now, supporting a large family was not trivial, and popularizations,
radio lectures, newspaper articles, etc. provided some nancial relief.
History was another lifelong interest for Oskar, and in particular history of physics (this again
shows he was exceptional). When he spoke (as he often did) of Galileo or Pascal, two of his special
heroes, it was as of contemporaries whom he could quote at length and understood intimately.
Let me mention his most accessible historical work, \Who was Jordanus Nemorarius?", written
in Leyden in the early sixties, (rather incongruously) published in Nucl. Phys. [14]. It is a
detective story of medieval science about a clearly exceptional and curiously modern scholar who
(in particular) anticipated Stevin's work in statics by three centuries. Klein argues that he is the
same person as the head of a great religious order of the time, in opposition to the professional
experts on medieval science. To me it was not only entirely persuasive but also gave an insight into
the science of an era we perceive only dimly through the scholastic haze.
Klein was not addicted to collaborative research, although he did have his share of students
and as I indicated, a number of colleagues in Sweden with whom he interacted. Indeed, he only
wrote six coauthored physics papers in his lifetime { three at the Bohr Institute, and three in
Stockholm. I hasten to add that this is not meant as a critique nor that this was regarded as
unusual { certainly in Copenhagen there was constant discussions of everyone's work in progress
without necessarily leading to joint authorship. The three articles in Sweden were respectively
on element formation with two students (Beskow and Treenberg), on superconductivity with a
younger Danish collaborator (Lindhard), both in 1945; much later, in 1962, came the well-known
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baryon pair annihilation \cosmology" with Alfven. Of the earlier ones, two were part of the canon:
Jordan{Klein and Klein{Nishina, the third was the elegant paper with Rosseland already cited.
[While Klein and Gordon were in fact very close scientically, they never published jointly.]
As for many of us, teaching was on the whole a positive inuence on Klein's work. In particu-
lar, he notes that his ve-dimensional disease (of which he was never really cured) was caught while
teaching electromagnetism in Ann Arbor, when he observed (totally unaware of Kaluza's paper)
that the Hamilton{Jacobi equation for a particle moving in a combined gravitational and electro-
magnetic background was formally like that of one moving in a purely gravitational ve-dimensional
one. Later, Klein was to leave lecture notes in a variety of subjects from rational mechanics to
general relativity, in connection with the duties of his Chair and on visits abroad.
Special Strengths
What were Klein's strengths and most original insights? It goes without saying that the
best-remembered ones are those of the results that bear his name, and they resonate throughout
this conference. Let me list them again, at least by acronym: KG, KK, K paradox, J(ordan)K,






avors) and KN. I will not
belabor them further (except for JK), but each could be the subject of many talks. Think how
the history of QED could be illustrated by following the simplications in calculating KN as our
understanding of the theory evolved. It was, in its day, as heroic a deed as any of the radiative
correction calculations of the late `40's and|unlike many of those|it was done right the rst time.
Klein's name is attached to at least two other results as well, the Klein transformations that point
out the freedom of making independent fermion elds commute or anticommute and the Klein
lemma that underlies his entropy increase derivation. But there are a number of other beautiful
papers that are now part of our collective subconscious. Klein began as a physicist during the days
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of the old quantum theory; this meant that for him correspondence principle arguments a la Bohr
were second nature, but that the new quantum mechanics, of which he in fact was one of the fathers
(as is modestly but convincingly evidenced in his essay) was less innate. At the same time, he had
absorbed statistical physics both in Arrhenius's lab and as he especially acknowledges, from Bohr
(and thence from Gibbs). So one hallmark of his work was as a quantizer; he used to say that in
Copenhagen people would claim they could \quantize your grandmother" (at least in action-angle
variables, I suppose), and he certainly demonstrated that ability (e.g., for the asymmetric top [15]).
Another, related one, was the use of quantum theory to improve on classical physics in very specic
contexts. Let me give two examples: the rst is his paper on the second law where the superiority
of the density matrix to the classical density in demonstrating irreversibility (after phase averaging)
and avoiding the classical paradoxes is particularly stressed. The second is in one of his (to me)
three greatest published works (along with those on 5 dimensions and on the vector bosons), namely
the truly magisterial Jordan{Klein second quantization of 1927 [16]. Heisenberg's 1955 summary
[17] (and he should know!) expresses perfectly the fundamental importance of this work and of the
complementary one of Jordan and Wigner that second quantizes with Fermi statistics [18]:
Bohr's view of the complementarity found another, very impressive representation in
the mathematical scheme of the quantum theory, when Jordan, Klein and Wigner were
able to show that, starting from a simple (three-dimensional) theory of material waves
in Schrodinger's sense, one could quantize this theory and so come back to the Hilbert
space of quantummechanics. The complete equivalence of the particle and wave pictures
in the quantum theory was thus demonstrated for the rst time, and Schrodinger's
viewpoint of a three-dimensional wave theory of matter had found its rigorous basis.
The Pauli exclusion principle and the Bose statistics thereby also achieved their proper
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place in quantum theory.
I was tempted to show you some of the equations (and words) from the paper, but I realized
that their presentation is precisely what we all learned in school and is as fresh as ever. What clarity
and depth! Klein emphasizes when he talks about JK in his essay, that one of the early advantages
of QFT over CFT lay in the possibility of removing the explicit Coulomb innity (already non-
relativistically) by choice of operator ordering. This is of course second nature now but was seen
then as an omen on a par with its successor, that divergences in QED are only logarithmic, that
QED is a good theory. Incidentally, Klein's faith in QED and quantum eld theory remained steady
even when Dirac attacked it in later years. But Klein's insight into quantum theory can already
be admired in his very rst postdoctoral paper [19] 1921, written with Rosseland when they were
both postdocs with Bohr. Here we are given a beautiful example of statistical physics and quantum
theory, in which the recent lessons of Einstein's great 1916 work on equilibrium under quantum
interactions are well assimilated: They realize that the Franck{Hertz observation of excitation
of atoms under scattering by electrons implies that there must occur corresponding deexcitation
reactions, all respecting the discrete nature of the level structure. The experimental consequences
are also carefully given in this perfect short lesson in theoretical physics. Amusingly, both in this
paper and in the second law derivations, Bohr is given thanks (in German) for his interest in \this
small (Klein) work."
The Schrodinger Equation
I have spoken of Klein's published papers because there is one big disappointment in his sci-
entic life, connected with an unpublished one. In saying earlier that Klein was one of the fa-
thers of quantum mechanics, I had particularly in mind this episode { his early discovery of the
\Schrodinger" equation. He spoke to me several times about it, and it is briey mentioned in his
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essay. There he gives the background for his discovery of the equation: from his early study of
mechanics and optics, and to a lesser extent of DeBroglie's thesis, he understood the profound
problem of wave-particle duality and realized very early that integers could arise in standing waves
as well as through \atomicity" assumptions. Because he was dangerously ill with hepatitis just at
the critical half-year period when \everything" broke in physics, he was too discouraged to publish
when he recovered. I have one telling sidelight here; as Klein says, he was trying unsuccessfully to
work out the solution of the equation for the harmonic oscillator potential. In those days, they must
have had less experience with orthogonal polynomials (and had no Courant{Hilbert); in any case,
shortly before Klein died, when his memory was almost gone, I was trying to remember (mine was
not so good either) the name of a nineteenth century French mathematician and he immediately
said \Hermite"! Not getting credit for discovering the Schrodinger equation was the one injustice I
have ever heard him complain of. To be sure, the Nobel Committee disposed, had it so desired, of
ample other grounds to reward him, but that is another story. He was however not without honors
abroad, having amongst other awards the Planck medal and the Lorentz professorship, both of
which gave him great satisfaction.
Summary
Oskar Klein had the good fortune of being in the right place in the right part of our century,
and of having the deep understanding and originality to take advantage of this chance. To have
come into physics in the high years of the old quantum theory, to have been a major contributor
to the birth and evolution of modern quantum mechanics, of quantum eld theory, and elementary
particle physics is a pretty good lot in life. To have foreshadowed, in addition, some of the deepest
advances of our own era makes one realize that his was more than just good fortune!
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